PROGRAM

Welcome from Dean Kyle Squires
Retirement recognition
ASU service awards
Recognition of Sun Award recipients
IMPACT and Fulton Difference Awards
Door prizes

Dean Kyle Squires will be available for photos with all awardees and event attendees following the event.

SUN AWARDS
The Fulton Schools of Engineering promotes a culture of providing and recognizing outstanding customer service. Almost 200 Sun Awards were awarded in the last year. See In the Loop for a complete list of our Sun Award recipients.

IMPACT AND FULTON DIFFERENCE AWARDS
Every year, we recognize the outstanding work of Fulton Schools staff through the IMPACT and Fulton Difference awards:

INNOVATION
Recognizes an individual who has been instrumental in the creation of new ideas or processes that add value to one of the six schools or the Fulton Schools as a whole.

MENTORING
Recognizes an individual who is a source of encouragement and momentum for continued learning and service, and has a commitment to help others discover a sense of satisfaction and professional growth.

PERFORMANCE
Recognizes an individual who is distinguished by outstanding contributions and performance in support of academic or administrative efforts.

ACHIEVEMENT
Recognizes an individual who reaches beyond defined responsibilities to pursue external opportunities for personal improvement or to the benefit of the Fulton Schools or the community, and through those efforts enhance performance ability or the standing of the Fulton Schools of Engineering.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Recognizes outstanding customer service and a positive attitude that has enabled increased productivity in the unit or for the Fulton Schools.

TEAMWORK
Recognizes a team that strives for the highest possible standards and distinguishes themselves by exemplifying teamwork, communication and positive interaction.

FULTON DIFFERENCE AWARD
The excellence award, now known as the Fulton Difference Award, honors the invaluable contributions of full-time, supervisory staff.

INNOVATION NOMINEES
Alan Bradesku
Thomas Lewis
Stephanie Mabee
Lynn Pratte
Scott Shlake
Cher Stevens
Pyisone Win

MENTORING NOMINEES
Stacy Esposito
Laura Hawes
Geri Lux
Christopher Wilkes

PERFORMANCE NOMINEES
Shahriar Anwar
Cindy Boglin
Kraig Farkash
Luz Hernandez
Osama Jameel
Danielle Lussier
Cheylin McAfee
Hope Parker
Judy Reedy
Cara Rickard
Jamie Rock
Deborah Smith
Anna Wales
Christopher Wilkes

ACHIEVEMENT NOMINEES
Thomas Dobrick
Jenna Marturano
Christopher Wilkes

CUSTOMER SERVICE NOMINEES
Scott Abbe
Tomasz Arkusz
Maria Balderas
Nicole Barr
Nancy Dickson
Laura DiPaulo
Jenna Marturano
Lincoln Slade
Cory Stone
Maroha Terkelson
Pyisone Win

TEAMWORK NOMINEES
Academic Leads/ASA Members for Fulton Schools Advising Administration
ASA Student Success
Poly Advising Student Worker Team
The Poly School IT Team
Academic Advising Leads in FSE
Team Master Learner Series
2015 CIDSE Undergraduate Advising Team
NCURA Presentation Group
Engineering Technical Services
ETS Structures Shop
ECCE Concur Team

FULTON DIFFERENCE NOMINEES
Scott Almen
Cindy Boglin
Clayton Javurek
April MacCready
Mariah Pacey
Joan Smith
ASA
Academic and Student Affairs
CIDSE
School of Computing, Informatics, and Decision Systems Engineering
ECCE
School of Electrical, Computer and Energy Engineering
EDO
Engineering Dean’s Office
ETS
Engineering Technical Services
GOEE
Global Outreach and Extended Education
POLY
The Polytechnic School
SBHSE
School of Biological and Health Systems Engineering
SEMTE
School for Engineering of Matter, Transport and Energy
SSEBE
School of Sustainable Engineering and the Built Environment

2016 SERVICE, IMPACT AND FULTON DIFFERENCE AWARDS
ASU SERVICE AWARDS

30 YEARS
Veronica Burrows SEMTE
Richard Filley POLY
Ria Hermann CIDSE
Clayton Javurek ECEE
George Kanady ECEE
Tim Lindquist CIDSE
Stefan Myhalenko ECEE
Bev Naig CIDSE
Albert Thompson III SEMTE

25 YEARS
Lynn Carpenter EDO
Chaitali Chakrabarti ECEE
Partha Dasgupta CIDSE
Peter Fox SSEBE
Arthur Handugan ECEE
Christine Kyseika POLY
Daniel Rivera SEMTE
Tony Rodriguez ECEE

20 YEARS
Richard Akis ECEE
Julie Barnes POLY
Loriann Brichetto ECEE
Allan Chasy ESEE
Joyce Donahue ASA
Gerald Hoyd ECEE
Shane Johnson ECEE
Lina Karam ECEE
Robert Lewis ETS
George Pan ECEE
Patrick Phelan SEMTE
Dragica Vasileksa ECEE
Paul Westerhoff SSEBE
Avi Wiesel SSEBE/EDO

15 YEARS
Absar Alum SSEBE
Raja Arunyar ECEE
Tami Correllina ASA
Dennis Golabiewski ETS
Sandep Gupta CIDSE
Stephen Helms Tillery SBHSE
Donley Hurd SEMTE
Sayfe Kiani ECEE
Matt Lavery ETS
Yann-Hang Lee CIDSE
Gayla Marsh POLY
Jitendran Muthuswamy SBHSE
Laurie Ralston POLY
Martin Reisslen ECEE
Sylvia Romero SSEBE
Michael Siers SEMTE
Tomi St John SBHSE
Bruce Steele SEMTE
Clyde Steinhibber SSEBE
Brent Vernon SBHSE
Kathy Wacker EDO
Michelle Walker ECEE
Kathy Wiga GOEE
Anna Yi ASA
Junshan Zhang ECEE

10 YEARS
Ronald Askin CIDSE
David Becker POLY
Albert Brown POLY
Junseok Chae ECEE
Theresa Chai CIDSE
Linda Chaitin CIDSE
John Femia CIDSE
Jessica Hochreiter EDO
Kiri Hristovski POLY
Jacob Kashwagi SSEBE
Susan Kells POLY
Sno Klee Bispe ECEE
Rosa Kramalnik-Brown SSEBE
Joseph Kulman EDO
Jodhyung Lee CIDSE
Veronica Lupampa ETS
Arunachalamad Mudakannan POLY
Brian Nelson CIDSE
Durell O’Donnell SEMTE
Amy Sever ASA
Carrie Sinclair ECEE
Jason Williams SEMTE
Hongyang Yu ECEE

5 YEARS
Sarah Arrowsmith SSEBE
Shiviya Bansal CIDSE
Marco Burdick EDO
Adam Carbery POLY
David Cardello SSEBE
Lisa Christian CIDSE
Aaron Cohen SSEBE
William Coleman ETS
Karen Dads SEMTE
Werner Dahn SEMTE
Kebrina Davis CIDSE
Monica Dugan CIDSE
Arti Ghazarian CIDSE
Debra Grower POLY
Kory Hedman ECEE
Shawn Jordan POLY
Joseph Kaufman CIDSE
Jeffrey Kiem SBHSE
Sharon Lewis POLY
Mary Laura Lind SEMTE
Stephanie Mabes EDO
Jenna Marturano ECEE
Ann McKenna POLY
Narayanathan Neethathal SSEBE
Suryo Piyono SBHSE
Cara Rickard (Walter) SEMTE
Theresa Rosov SSEBE
Thomas Seager SSEBE
Elizabeth Trepp SEMTE
Pamela Venable ASA
Erik Walker CIDSE
Chao Wang ASA
Xiao Wang SBHSE
Yalin Wang CIDSE
Tiffany Wingenson SEMTE
Amy Wolsey POLY
Yanchao Zhang ECEE

RETIEMENTS
James Anderson SEMTE
Julene Cahoon ETS
Mark Edwards POLY
Rene Fischer POLY
Ravi Gorur ECEE
Virginia Hotley ETS
Jane Humble POLY
Paul Johnson EDO
Sharon Keeler EDO
Jay Kleen CIDSE
Esther Korner ECEE
Narciso Macia POLY
B. Ramakrishna POLY
Stephen Rippon ASA
Kalhee Rutherford POLY
Forest Schwatken ETS
Jami Shah SEMTE

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS!
ASU Gammage
Chompie’s Restaurant
Desert Botanical Garden
Embassy Suites Phoenix-Tempe
Heard Museum
Native Grill and Wings – Tempe
Neighborhood Restaurants LLC
On The Border Mexican Grill & Cantina
Phoenix Art Museum
Rustler’s Roost
Sun Devil Auto
Waldo’s BBQ and Catering
Wildflower Bread Company